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■How to Start Playing 1. To enjoy the vast world of the Lands Between, you must register an account on the service "ndesuka.livesoft.jp". (Please note: registration is free.) 2. After registration, you will be greeted by a message asking you for a password to enable you to play. 3. By entering a password, you will be able to enjoy the vast world of the Lands Between
and embark on your adventure. ※For full details about various features, please refer to the basic settings screen. ※ ■CQC System The Lands Between employs an innovative system called the "CQC System" to provide an explosive and realistic combat experience. ■System Highlights • CQC: [CQC] CQC System allows you to enjoy combat with another player

directly and even changes depending on the situation. • Level: [Level] As you increase your level, the number of hits you can land against an enemy increases. [Level] Level 50 - 60: Your level is increased to 50 and you can hit an enemy for 3 hits. [Level] Level 60 - 70: Your level is increased to 60 and you can hit an enemy for 5 hits. • Strike: [Strike] If you press the
button to strike an enemy, you have the power to land a powerful blow. [Strike] Pressure of a strong blow is added at levels 55 and higher. • Survival Attack: [Survival Attack] You can launch a strong blow by pressing the button before the enemy strikes. [Survival Attack] A degree of effectiveness is added at levels 55 and higher. ■Evolving Combat System Combat
has been completely revised with a new system called the Evolving Combat System. This system allows you to effortlessly solve the problems that often occur during combat. ■System Highlights • Evolving Skills: To deal with problems that sometimes occur during combat, you can upgrade your skills. • Evolving Skill: Upgrade your skill to deal with the situation. •

Level: [Level] Level 30 - 60: You can use any skill once. [Level] Level 60 - 80: You can use skills to deal with combat situations. [Level] Level 80 +: You can use skills to deal with situations such as heavy damage, or staggered enemies. • Evolution:

Features Key:
Color-bar

An RPG that blazes new ground in the fields of color. Enjoy a game in which every field of growth fosters a special encounter, but your development is not restricted to your main quest line alone.

Skills per Dot

You're essentially able to get stats up to 5 dots. Wear the likes of a new armor.

Vs. Auto (VS AI)

Attack to the heart of the enemy with auto-attack function!!

Special Attacks

All attacks while holding the attack button charge up special attacks, as well as other skills which are special to your character type.

Permanent Hit Initiative

Advance initiative for easy party attacks!

Attribute Based Character Building

Ensure that your player avatar grows in accordance with your play style, while also being able to fully customize your character, including genre and race.

Ability Bar

Add abilities and edit them to ensure that your character has an ideal leveling curve.

Status Effect

Revisit status effects from the previous Final Fantasy series as well as Chrono Trigger to enjoy exciting battles!

Boss mode
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